Abstract. Let % §(Mn , p.) denote the set of all homeomorphisms of a compact manifold M" that preserve a locally positive nonatomic Borel probability measure p. and are isotopic to the identity. The notion of the mean rotation vector for a torus homeomorphism has been extended by Fathi to a continuous map 9 on %q(M" , p.). We show that any abstract ergodic behavior typical for automorphisms of (M" , p.) as a Lebesgue space is also typical not only in % §(Mn , p.) but also in each closed subset of constant 0 . By typical we mean dense Gj in the appropriate space. Weak mixing is an example of such a typical abstract ergodic behavior. This contrasts sharply with a deep result of the KAM theory that for some rotation vectors ~v , there is an open neighborhood of rotation by If , in the space of smooth volume preserving n-torus diffeomorphisms with 6 = ~v , where each diffeomorphism in the open set is conjugate to rotation by Ti* (and hence cannot be weak mixing).
Introduction
For an orientation preserving area preserving homeomorphism of the torus, the mean rotation vector 0(h) measures the fractional part of the mean translation of any planar lift of h . Fathi [Fa] has extended this notion by defining 6 continuously on the space %o(M" , p) of all homeomorphisms of a compact connected manifold Af" (77 > 2) that preserve a locally positive nonatomic Borel probability measure p and are isotopic to the identity. Roughly speaking, Fathi's definition of 8(h) measures the net twisting action of h in each of the nontrivial circle directions. The aim of this paper is to examine the relation, if any, between a mean rotation vector Tf and the typical (dense Gs in the topology of uniform convergence) ergodic properties of homeomorphisms in ^(Mn ,p) = Q-\Tf).
An earlier result of Alpern [A12] is that any measure theoretic property that is typical (dense C7^) in the weak topology for the group of invertible measure preserving transformations is also typical for %? (Mn, p) , the set of /7-preserving homeomorphisms with the topology of uniform convergence. This paper strengthens Alpern's result by showing that every typical measure theoretic property is typical not only in Jo(Af" , p), but also in each section fl?1? (Af" , p) with mean rotation vector Tf. In particular, weak mixing is such a property and our main theorem establishes the existence of weak mixing homeomorphisms with prescribed mean rotation vectors. This application of our main theorem extends the result of Katok and Stepin [KS] that weak mixing homeomorphisms are dense Gs in £F(Mn , p). Our theorem also extends the classical result of Oxtoby and Ulam [OU] that ergodic homeomorphisms are typical in X(M*, p).
An application of our theorem is to show that the deep results of the Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser (KAM) theory (see for example [Mo] or [He] ) do not extend to the continuous category. The KAM theorem asserts that if Tf £ R" is a vector satisfying a certain diophantine condition, then any sufficiently small perturbation of R v , the rotation on 77" by ~v , by a smooth volume preserving rotationless (i.e., has 0=0) diffeomorphism still remains conjugate to rotation R v . However, our main theorem shows that any R v can be composed with arbitrarily small rotationless volume preserving homeomorphisms to produce any typical measure theoretic behavior; in particular, we can get properties like weak mixing that exclude these perturbations from being rotation (since weak mixing transformations have no rotation factors (see [Ru] )).
A further application of our results is to give yet another proof of the Poincare-Birkhoff theorem on fixed points of area preserving twist maps of the annulus. Any area preserving homeomorphism of the annulus that twists the bounding circles in opposite directions can be extended to an area preserving homeomorphism of a larger annulus, which has no new fixed points and has mean rotation zero. Our main result implies that this extension can be approximated by an ergodic mean rotation zero homeomorphism. It can be shown, using results of Atkinson [At] and Schmidt [Sc] , that the lift to the strip I x R of any ergodic mean rotation zero homeomorphism of the annulus is recurrent. Hence, following Franks [Fr] , the Brouwer Plane Translation Theorem implies that the lift, and hence the original map, has a fixed point. The details are carried out in [AP] .
Rotation vectors and preliminaries
Let Af" be a compact connected 77-dimensional manifold, p a nonatomic Borel probability measure that is zero on boundary and positive on open sets, and ^o(Af", p) the group of p preserving homeomorphisms of Af" onto itself isotopic to the identity.
For a p preserving homeomorphism h of the torus T" , the rotation vector of /7 is defined to be the vector in R" whose /'th coordinate is
where h is a lift of h to the covering space R" and pi is projection onto the z'th coordinate. Two lifts of the same homeomorphism will have rotation vectors that differ by integer multiples in each coordinate direction. Consequently, we identify these vectors as the rotation vector of h .
For homeomorphisms of manifolds other than the torus we need to identify the nontrivial circle directions on the manifold and then measure the action of the homeomorphism on these directions. This is what Fathi did in [Fa] using his mass flow homomorphism.
Theorem 1 [Fa] . There is a continuous group homomorphism 6: %o(M" , p) -77, (Af" , R)/T called the mass flow homomorphism, where HX(M" , R) is the first homology group and T is some discrete subgroup of Hx (Af" , R).
Consequently, for each ~v £ Hx (Af" , R) let ;rT(Af" ,p) = {h£ J%(M", p) : 9(h) = ~v}.
Then %? v (Af" , p) is a closed (and hence Baire) subspace of <%o(Mn, p) with the topology of uniform convergence.
For the reader's convenience, the following description of the mass flow homomorphism is taken from Fathi's paper. Here are some other facts that we will need. We consider Jo(Af" , p) C &(Mn , p), the group of invertible, measurable, and measure preserving transformations of (Af" , p) onto itself. On S'(Mn , p) we define two complete metrizable topologies with metrics for J/(Af", p) (where fi, g £ &(Mn , p) and d is the metric on Af"):
(1) The norm topology: dn(f, g) = \\fg-*\\ = esssupd(f(x), g(x)).
(2) The weak topology: dw(f, g) = inf{S : p{x : d(f(x), g(x)) > 3} < 5).
The weak topology (which should properly be called the topology of convergence in measure the way we have defined it) is discussed by Halmos using a different definition in [Ha] -see [AI 1] for a proof of the equivalence of these two definitions. The norm topology on ^(Af" , p) has the property that its restriction to %o(Mn, p) yields the topology of uniform convergence. It is clear that the norm topology is stronger than the weak topology.
Measure theoretically, all Lebesgue spaces are the same. Topologically, Af" can be obtained from the 77-dimensional cube 7" by making boundary identifications. These two observations can be combined to give Proposition 1. For Af" a compact connected n-manifold and p a good Borel measure on Af", there is a continuous map cp: 7" -> Af" such that
(1) dj is surjective; (2) <p\ lntl" is a homeomorphism onto its image; (3) <p(dl") n f?>(Int7") = 0 and cp(dl") is a closed nowhere dense set of p measure 0; (4) Xcp~l(E) = p(E), for all Borel E c Af" , where X is Lebesgue measure on I".
Proof. See [KS, OU, Fa] for complete details. We outline the proof: Morton Brown proved (1), (2), and the fact that 4>(dl") is closed, nowhere dense, and disjoint from cp(lntln) (see [Br] or [CV] ). Then since any closed nowhere dense set can be homeomorphed to one of measure zero, we can choose cp so that cp(dln) has measure zero. An application of the homeomorphic measures theorem of von Neumann, Oxtoby and Ulam [OU] shows that cp can be chosen so that (4) holds.
The next proposition is Alpern's extension of Halmos's conjugacy lemma [Ha] to the topological setting. A proof of the proposition uses Proposition 1 to reduce this to the case when (Af" , p) = (I", a) and can be found in [A12] .
Proposition 2 (Topological Conjugacy Approximation). Given e > 0 and h, gi £ 2?(Mn,p), where gx is antiperiodic (i.e., p{x : g"(x) = x} = 0 for all n), there is a conjugate g = fgxf~l, fi £ &(M", p), ofi gx so that d(g(x), h(x)) <e for p-a.e. x £ M" .
In the following proposition the Norm Bounded Density property (NBD) for a manifold (see [A12] ), which states that a sufficiently small invertible measurable transformation can be weakly approximated by a small homeomorphism, is modified so that the approximating homeomorphism has null rotation vector.
Proposition 3 (Lusin Approximation). For each e > 0, there is a S > 0, so that given r £ 2/(Mn , p) with d(r(x), x) < 6, p-a.e., and a weak neighborhood V or r, there is a homeomorphism fi £ %o(M" , p) so that fi £ V, d(fi(x), x) < e,and 6(f) = "0.
Proof. For <p the map from Proposition 1, let 0 < e, < co^(e) and choose 0 < 8 < cotj)-i(el), where co^ and gj^-i are the moduli of continuity of <p and cp~x, respectively. Since cp(dln) is a /z-null set, f = <p~lr<p £ ,f(7", X). By our choice of 8, we see that d(f(y), y) < sx a.e. y £ I". Apply the Lusin Theorem in [All] to f £ &(In , X) to find / £ %f(In , X) with / £ <p~x Vcp, a weak neighborhood of f; d(f(y), y) < ex a.e.; and f\dl" = id.
Then / = cj)fcp~l is our required homeomorphism. To see this, first note that / £ V and d(f(x), x) < e a.e. x by choice of ei . Let B = M" \ <p(dl") and observe that f\cp(dl") = id. Since / is isotopic to the identity, by conjugating with cp, we can choose (ft) as an isotopy of / to the identity with the property that fit\cp(dln) = id. To calculate the rotation vector of / we use Fathi's proof of his Lemma 5.3 [Fa] . Let p: Af" -► F1 be a continuous map. Then since Pfit -P vanishes outside of B so does the lift pfi -p: M" -► R. Therefore, 6(f,)(p)= fpT^pdp.
Jb
Since B is homeomorphic to the contractible space Int(7"), p\B : B -» F1 can be lifted to a map p: B -> R (see [CV, Chapter 13] ). Using the uniqueness of the lift and the fact that fi(B) = B, we get pfi -p\B = pfi\B -p. Since fix is p preserving, we get d(fi)(p) = JBpfi -pdp = JB(pfi\B-p)dp = 0.
Main theorem
We can now state our main theorem. Theorem 2. Let 9° c &(Mn , p) be a conjugate invariant set (i.e., g&g~x C & for all g £ &(Mn, p)) that is a dense G$ subset of S'(Mn, p) in the weak topology. Choose Tf £ Hx(Mn , R) for which ^"'(Af" , p) is nonempty. Then 9> n %r^(Mn, p) is a dense Gs subset of ^ (Mn , p) with the topology of uniform convergence.
Proof. Let h £ ^r (Mn,p) c &(Mn, p) and e > 0 be given. Let & = f)h=i &k be a representation of 3° as a weak dense C7^ subset of " §(Mn , p). Each ^ therefore, is open in the norm topology in 5f (Af" , p). Let U(h, e) = {/ £ &(Mn, p) : d(f(x), h(x)) < e, p-a.e.} be a norm ball around h £ &(Mn , p). Using Baire's theorem, we only need to show 9>k n U(h, e) n ^\Mn ,p)±e> where ^ is a weak dense open set. Since & is a weak dense Gs subset of ^(Af", p), there is a gx g^nf (where g is the dense Gs subset of &(Mn, p) consisting of ergodic transformations) so that gi is antiperiodic. Now apply the conjugacy result of Proposition 2 to 77, gi and use the fact that & is conjugate invariant to get g £ 3? (1 U(h, 80), where 8o < min(8, e/2). Then apply Proposition 3 to r = gh~x and the weak neighborhood ^/z"-' of r to get an / £ <%o(M", p) with / £ 3>kh~x, d(f(x), gh~l(x)) < e/2 p-a.e., and 6(f) = ~0 . Then fih£3>kr\ U(h , e) n^(Mn, p).
Corollary 1. The weak mixing homeomorphisms are dense G$ not only in %f(Mn , p) but also in each ^(Mn , p) and hence in J%(Mn , p) as well.
